
 
 
 

Formative feedback 
 

 
Overall Comments 
Tutor summary of Assignment 3 Skype tutorial held on 28th January 2019 
We agreed on an agenda for the tutorial beforehand: 
- Quick review of A1 and A2 reworks 
- Revised Bio 
- A3 
- Portfolio Reviews /Exhibition project 
 
Feedback on assignment  
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration 
of Creativity  
- Quick review of A1 and A2 reworks 
A1: We discussed how the project has evolved since the beginning of the course and A1, and 
how the PDFs uploaded here might not reflect where the work is now. I will follow up with 
OCA HQ about what versions of Assignments 1-3 should be submitted for assessment and 
whether a further re-work is necessary.  
 
A2: Well done for taking the time to add further detail and to continue to re-draft your 
synopsis based on latest developments in the project. Synopsis – use this version as a draft, on 
which to build a public-facing synopsis that can be used for the exhibition, which incorporates 
the very recent changes to the project based on your portfolio reviews (as in removing the 
references to quilting and Landworks). Simplify the structure. 
Marketing – I advise that you include milestones for marketing and promotion/sending out 
invitations. Formatting/Presentation - Budgets and timelines are often clearer when 
formatted in a table, consider uploading these within your blog post. 
 
- Revised Bio  
It is great to see your biography develop and improve as you have continued to reflect on your 
practice through the last three parts of SYP. Your artist bio is something you will return to and 
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update quite frequently, as you work on new projects, put in applications, develop new 
exhibitions etc. It is important to back up each version somewhere so you have a trace of how 
your practice has evolved, and when.  
 
- Assignment 3  
The curator is an interesting topic for you to choose as you have recently worked on various 
exhibition projects with your peers and often taken a leading role in the team. Overall this is an 
interesting essay that questions the definition of the role, it’s history and influencing factors 
over its various mutations, bringing us up to present day. I would have liked to have seen a 
more formal structure, including an introduction which sets up your rationale for the essay and 
use of the two heading structure - ‘What is a Curator?’ and ‘What does a Curator do?’ – offering 
a little more explanation behind your thinking and approach to the topic and why you feel the 
essay should be structured as such. This allows you to form a conclusion in direct response to 
your initial aims for the research. I’ve made some comments on the essay document directly, to 
do with tidying up areas of the text/flow, referencing, spacing details.  
Reflection and essay development- Where are your developmental reflection notes? I can’t 
find a log of your thought or working process to get to this draft. If you have research that 
includes reflection about your drafting or planning stages, then make sure you link to them 
here. Formatting/Presentation – Personally I don’t feel like a blog post is the best format to 
present an essay in, it doesn’t allow you enough control over line-spacing and font sizes etc. I 
would consider typing up the essay in word, formatting as you see fit and uploading it in PDF 
form to your final submission blog post. This also means that you can be developing the 
presentation of your printed documents ahead of submitting for assessment. 
 
- Portfolio Reviews / Exhibition project 
We discussed results of latest review with Steven Burke and progressed some of the ideas for 
use of physical objects and media in the exhibition…including potential and limitations of the 
large scale botanical paintings overlaid with smaller still life botanical photographs and prison 
interiors; potential for the two cell spaces, one as a reflection space installation with spoken 
word soundtrack taken from Ian’s letters and set up like a cell with desk and visitor response 
book, and the other housing your experimental film pieces and the vitrine featuring the leaf 
collection. We also discussed strategies for the Format reviews in terms of note-taking. 
 

Coursework 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity  
This is coming on nicely Anna. Just keep remembering to make all coursework as clear and 
easy to read as possible. For A3, as this was a very short section, perhaps place links to research 
carried out during the section, ideas development for your assignment and the final 
assignment, so the page isn’t blank. 

 
Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
For this next section of SYP, as you continue to grapple with production methods, scale and 
sequencing for your prints and installations for the exhibition, I really do think it would be 
useful to evidence some focused research into each of the elements you’re deciding on… for 
example… exhibition or theatre/public activity posters….when designing your own, it is really 



important to analyze other examples of graphic design. Similarly with writing exhibition 
texts/synopsis, it is important to analyse those from other exhibitions you are visiting, interms 
of their structure and key points. Try creating a mood board of existing material or printing 
them out and annotating them (and scanning back in to upload to your learning log). 
 

Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
We discussed visibility of research and learning log entries, for example portfolio reviews, and 
decided it would be best to make sure you utilize the sub-menu functions consistently under 
the learning log main heading. I would also recommend re-working the ‘Online Tutorials’ 
pages, as the tutor reports are not easy to read copied and pasted into here and I’m not sure if 
the last few posts at the bottom are meant to be there, might just need checking. Again, 
perhaps this is where uploading report PDFs with your own action plans as accompanying 
notes could be a better presentation. 
 

Suggested reading/viewing  
Context  
You have booked on to the Format Festival portfolio reviews in March, which is great, with 
some fantastic experts - Ben Harman (photographer), David Drake (Director, Ffotogallery), 
Nicola Shipley (Grain), Arianna Renaldo (director, Cortona on the Move).  You’re also meeting 
the gallery managers at the Cells, your exhibition venue, to discuss posters and test out scale of 
prints on the walls. 
 

Summary  
Strengths Areas for development 

• Continued, strong participation in 
learning events, peer sessions and 
portfolio reviews, demonstrating an 
improving level of professionalism 

• You have cast your net wide with 
experimentation with some beautiful 
results, developing your passions and 
interests, which is great,  

• You are responding positively to 
feedback and open to refining your 
strategy for the exhibition in July 

• Evidence  - assignment development 
and exhibition materials/texts 

• Update – ensure you update your 
blog with latest developments so I am 
seeing the most up to date visuals at 
the time of your A4 tutorial 

• Formatting – give enough time to 
laying work and posts out in the most 
readable way possible, uploading 
tables or PDFs if necessary 

  

Please inform me of how you would like your feedback for the next assignment: written 
or audio visual. 
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